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Student Body,
Denison University
Granville, Ohio.
Dear Patrons:
We trust that you will like this first issue of
PORTFOLIO for the year. The editors of PORTFOLIO
are anxious, inasmuch as the magazine is student
supported, that the students be pleased. There
has been a definite attempt to give it S. A. S. A.
stands for student appeal, not sex appeal, so relax.
However, the editors have not been able to go so
far as they should like to go, for the simple reason that the material is not available.
As editors we have no desire for a so-called
"humor" magazine, and we feel confident that
that is not the desire of the student body. However, we do feel that the magazine could be one
of wide interest to the student, and still not violate the standards of good taste or the standards
set by the usual college magazine.
In order that the above aim might be achieved
it is essential that the student body give us the
type of material it would like to see included in
PORTFOLIO. We will welcome with wide open
arms—humor, satire, and articles or essays which
deal in a critical, controversial or commentative
way on issues or the passing scene at Denison—
as well as short stories and poetry.
We are quite willing that PORTFOLIO be the type
of magazine that you desire. In all fairness however, you can not expect us to produce it unaided,
Now is the time for all good men, and ladies too,
to come to the aid of the party.
Yours for a better PORTFOLIO,
The Editors.

IN THIS ISSUE: READ
Edna St. Vincent Millay, page 16; Ames S.
Pierce, page 11; Groucho the College Catbird,, on page 6, and Rags, on page 19.
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The Sand House
7 urisli lie would die"

by FATE SIMMONS, ex '32

The Approach To Fraternity Row
by Phil Browne

They had to get the doctor for little Stanley
James that evening. There was a three-inch gash
on his head that needed stitching together. Anna
James was quite upset about it.
"You'd think the Henrys would send that
maniac son of theirs to an institution," she said
to Sam, her husband.
Sam shrugged. "That's where the little devil
belongs, but the Henrys refuse to send him to an
institution, despite the advice of a specialist.
They feel that Willie is better off at home."
Anna attacked the supper dishes angrily. "I
know, but that child is dangerous. If this were
the first time Willie had hit Stanley with a rock
it would be different. Why, Stanley can't come
within fifteen feet of him without Willie throwing
something at him."
"Well," sighed Sam, "you've got to admit that
Stanley is partly at fault. He should stay home
where he belongs. The Henrys tie Willie in their
w'i yard, and you can hardly blame them if
Stanley wanders over there."
've done everything humanly possible to keep
him home, Sam James, and you know it! I've
Darned and warned him; I've tried to reason with
lim. I've warmed the seat of his pants hundreds
times, but he will not stay home. Oh, I suphe does get lonely since he's never had a
lymate, and I don't suppose he can understand
Willie is mentally unbalanced and therefore
• for a playmate. He thinks Willie's screams
re delightful. I've watched him listening to Wilith a sort of reverence in his eyes. Once or
I've caught him trying to imitate Willie."
Sam sat on the kitchen chair, deep in thought.
* was no sound save the rattle of the dishes
tt8( Anna washed them.
Sam," she said, "couldn't we force the Henrys
\Ve c 1
away? Aren't such things done?
say that he's a public nuisance, or some-

He shook his head. "It would cause trouble.
I'm afraid the whole community would rise up in
arms over it. Don't forget that we've just started
our business in this town — we're practically
strangers — and our business depends upon keeping the good will of our neighbors and the people
of the community. We'll have to take it and
like it."
Anna sniffed. "Well, I haven't heard anyone
say that they're dying for the love of Willie
Henry. Oh, bosh! I guess you're right about our
business. If we could just move to another
house!"
"We can't do that either. This is the only
available and decent house in the village."
"I can stand anything except Willie's screams.
He screams from the moment his mother ties him
in the yard until she takes him into the house at
night. Why must they have him out of doors?"
"Because the doctors advise all the fresh air
and sunshine the boy can get."
"Sometimes I think I shall go crazy myself. If
you had to be here all day listening to the cries
of a maniac—
Sam sighed.
"I wish he would die!" Anna said suddenly, laying her dish towel on the table.
Sam roused himself, looked at her anxiously.
"Anna! Don't say that. Don't even think of it.
The Henrys love Willie as much as we love Stanley. Please don't say that again."
"I don't care. I wish with all my heart and
soul that he will die! You don't know what I live
through each day. You come home at night after
Willie has been taken into the house; you leave
in the morning before he is brought out of doors.
You don't know what it means to stay here all
day listening to Willie howl; trying to keep Stanley at home. Sometimes Willie gets his rope untied and comes over here. I've had to take him
home, and honestly, I'm afraid of that child. He's
so mean, and he has the wildest, queerest eyes.
I've watched him every day and I don't see how
his parents can love him. He just wanders about,
crying and yelling. He climbs into the tree where
his mother ties him, and sits there for hours
screeching at the top of his voice. I hope some
day that rope will get twisted about his neck,
that he'll fall out of the tree and hang himself!"
"Anna!"
He had never seen her so upset. Yet, he could
understand why she felt like this. Willie had
wounded her son, and weren't all women like
tigers when it came to defending their young?
"Another thing I can't stand," continued Anna,
"is the weird way that Willie resembles Stanley.
They're about the same age, coloring and size.
I've had people ask me when I have Stanley with
me in the stores, if I am taking Willie for a walk.
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As if I would be seen walking down the street
with Willie!"
Sam leaned over and patted his wife's hand.
"Don't worry, dear. We'll find some way to keep
Stanley at home. I'll get him some sort of a toy
that will interest him so much that he will want
to stay at home."
And so Sam built the sand house.

The sand house was a dream of a toy. Sam
built it after store hours out of odds and ends of
lumber that he found around the house. He drew
complete plans, measured each board with precision, and made a peaked roof which he shingled
with vari-colored shingles. It was built squarely,
up off the ground with real steps leading to the
interior. He nailed little shelves about the inside
for Stanley's pots and pans so that he might put
them away when he had finished playing with
them. A chimney ran up the back. When it was
finished, painted a gleaming white, Sam sent for
the softest, whitest sand he could buy.
Stanley was wild with delight. He danced about
his little house, clapping his hands. He walked
up the steps, stood inside, his blue eyes shining
mischievously as he invited his parents to enter.
He picked up handfuls of sand and let it trickle
through his fingers. He was in and out of the
house a hundred times that first day, gloating
and not unmindful of a pair of eyes several feet
away.
Willie Henry sat as far as his rope would reach.
For once, he was silent. He was watching Stanley's housewarming, arid he was so envious that
he had no time to scream. Not a movement of
Stanley's flashing brown legs escaped him. He
watched with anger when Anna brought Stanley
some of her old and battered pots and pans. He
eyed with hate the proud glances Stanley sent in

his direction as he filled the pots and pans with
sand.
Suddenly, he could bear it no longer. He arose
and pounded the ground with his furious feet
pacing back and forth, straining and twisting a t
his rope. In vain he tried to untie himself, but
the knots held and so he screamed. He searched
the ground, picking up sticks and stones and hurling them with outraged strength at Stanley. But
the sand house was just out of his reach and the
roof was a great protector.
Seeing that he could not hope to hit Stanley,
he set up a series of screams. They were not
blood-curdling, they were instead, the screams of
an enraged animal. They did not vary in intensity but dinned on and on in the same shrill key
until Anna James felt that she could add to them
her own individual screams. She merely gritted
her teeth and went about her work, hoping and
praying for the death of Willie Henry.
Days passed, and Stanley was quite content
with his sand house. He played there by the
hour, building castles, filling his toy trucks with
sand, pretending to bake cakes. It was a shelter
from the hot sun and a shelter from the warm
summer rain.
And Anna, hearing the rattle of the pans as he
played with them, felt her heart lift, for those
rattles meant that Stanley was safe at home. As
long as she could hear him, she could go about her
work without bothering to peer through nearsighted eyes to see if Stanley had wandered away.
Willie grew more and more discontented as he
saw Stanley playing so peacefully in his sand
house, out of the reach of any hurled objects.
He wanted a sand house of his own, but he could
not make his wishes known to his parents. He
would yell and stand pointing at Stanley's sand
house, and they thought that he merely wanted
to go over and play with the boy, so they shook
their heads at him and listened to his outbursts
no longer.
But Stanley still wanted to play with someone
of his own age. The sand house was fun; yet
would be so much nicer if he could have anoth<
boy with him helping to bake the mud pies, helping to fill the tiny trucks. He glanced often
towards Willie, forgetting the numerous injurie
that Willie had inflicted upon him. He was reai
to forgive.
One day, he ran into the house to his mother
"Mamma," he asked breathlessly, "kin Will'
come over an' play wif me in my san' house.
"No, indeed, young man!" Anna said severely"We don't want to have anything to do with W11lie. You just go out and play by yourself. Willie
is a bad boy and he might hurt you again. J
you dare go over there!"
Stanley bent his head in disappointment,
kicked at the floor with the toe of his shoe,
won't do it any more, Mamma."

Outside, he stood for a moment, his hands in
sweater pockets, regarding Willie's house
lently- Willie had not yet been brought out of
doors.
Anna listened carefully. There was no sound
from the back yard. She stepped toward her
kitchen door, but just then she heard the rattle
of pans and smiled to herself. Stanley was obedient He was safe, and she could go on and bake
her pie.
She rolled out her dough. As she pared the
first apple, she heard a scream. Her hands white
with flour, she adjusted her spectacles and peered
from the kitchen window. Mrs. Henry was beginning the day by tying Willie to the apple tree.
Willie was yelling imprecations at the top of his
voice, straining as far as the rope would reach,
jealously watching Stanley.
Scream after scream disturbed the beauty of
the summer morning. Anna clenched her teeth
and prayed that her troubles would be ended.
She finished the pie and shoved it into the oven.
Before she went about her other household tasks,
she glanced once more from the window.
Willie had abandoned his position at the farthest
end of the rope and was climbing into the apple
tree. Evidently, he meant to free himself at any
cost.
"May that knot hold!" Anna appealed to the
sky.
Thump! Thump! The pillows were Willie, and
Anna spanked them unmercifully as she made the
beds. Flap! Flap! The dust mop was Willie and
-she shook it furiously. The dirt under her feet
was Willie and she swept it angrily from her
house. But she could not sweep the thoughts of
Willie from her mind, nor could she drown the
sounds he made from her ears.
Suddenly, she was aware that there was no
noise. She took her pie from the oven reveling
in the silence. As she set the pie on the windowledge to cool, she felt the silence to be oppressive.
There was no noise except that of the rattle of
the pans she had given to Stanley.
She looked out of the window, wondering why
«illie was so quiet. He must have found something with which to amuse himself. Perhaps—
oh, heaven grant it!—he might be cured after all.
At first, she saw nothing. She wiped her glasses
d put them back on her nose, squinting so that
e might see more clearly. Her body stiffened,
and her hand went to her throat.
fnere, dangling from a limb on the apple tree
un g a little body, swaying with the slight breeze.
Inarms were limp at its sides.
Willie has hung himself!" Anna whispered,
t as she had wished and dreamed, the rope
have caught about his neck and he must
flipped from the tree.
r first impulse was to run from the house to
Henry. But her teeth chattered and her

knees became so weak that she could not move.
Her eyes were glued to that horrible sight. The
child's leg kicked slightly, and she knew that he
was note quite dead.
Would she be sinning if she didn't call Willie's
mother? Who would know that she could have
saved him in time? Would it be a sin to let an
undesirable die?
"I can't—I can't let him hang!" she cried.
If only she didn't hate the child so deeply. But
was it a sin to let him die when he should never
have been born?
The very depth of her fear locked her movements so that she could only stand and watch,
scarcely breathing. As she watched, the little
foot ceased its swinging. She knew—he was dead.
A feeling of great exultation swept over her.
"Willie is dead. Willie is dead—dead—dead!"
chanted her mind.
What had she done ? She could have saved him,
but now it was too late. Why, Willie's mother
loved him, Anna thought, as if she had just realized it. Willie's mother loved him as much as
Anna loved Stanley. Why, Anna would die if anything ever happened to Stanley. She must go
over to Mrs. Henry even if it was too late.
She moved like someone in a dream — every

step an agony—as if strong hands held her by
her skirt to keep her from going. She didn't remember opening the kitchen door, but she found
herself in the back yard and heard herself calling
to Stanley. Vaguely, she realized that she was
telling him to stay at home while she went over
to see Mrs. Henry.
Stanley gurgled a reply in so strange a manner
that she walked curiously toward him.
Her knees buckled under her, for there in the
sand house sat Willie Henry.
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The Tramp

Poetry ? ? ?

'The tramp never had a chance"

by CHESTER VARNEY

ODE TO MY FELLOW STUDENTS
'nto the class room I see you shuffle,
Droop-eyed and dull of face, my fellow student.
And while cascades of brilliant thought,
And now and then flashes of wit pour over you,
You only yawn, or blow your nose, or lift a lock
of marcelled hair.
Centuries of man's hard fate unfold before you.
You can see, through lenses, God's brave world
Stretch endlessly away, but your thoughts,
My fellow student, are on such things as:
"Will he call tonight"--"Shall I ask sweet Sue?"
"If I do what will the brothers say?"
Swaggering talk, and drug-store manners,
Come il faut and Licking County savior faire.
Row on row of mighty books invite you,
But you give the nod to Mickey Mouse
Or daring Dr. Fu Manchu!
What? No time for fee, fie, fum?
Let's revise the curriculum!
Oh, let's not. I gotta date.
See you at the Grille at eight.
Envoi:
When into the sick, sad world you sally
With your pins and tinsel keys,
Matching indolence with Fate's caprices,
What a sorry mess you'll be.
Groucho the College Catbird.

The above, ain't poetry—
but it don't make no difference, see. And don't be for
poppin off. And furthermore
don't be for askin who wrote
it—on account of we ain't
sayin.

Groucho

Harsh sunlight bore its way through smokefilled air, and cast into glaring relief a setting of
wretched tenements. The alley running through
the slums was filthy and narrow, a bypath among
towering shambles. A few ill-dressed children
sat on blackened doorsteps. Dark shadows along
the alley formed a strong contrast with the brilliant patches of sunlight. A checkerboard pattern
the crooked place was, a checkerboard of life,
with its occasional squares of cheery sun and its
more frequent squares of desolate black.
Into this varying place of light and dark came
a man, and a dog. The dog was walking slowly,
as if each step he took were exceedingly painful
to him. His body had a drooping appearance; the
tremors which convulsed him frequently gave
hint of the discomfort he was suffering. The dog's
master walked with confident, dominating strides.
His cleated boots struck sharply on the cobblestones and now and then gave off sparks of fire.
In one hand the sleek, well-fed trainer carried his
ft'hip. The other hand grasped the handle of a
s mall suitcase containing posters.
The trainer
glanced imperiously about him, searching for a
Place where he might exhibit his trained dog. The
children on the dirty steps took interest in this
Dusual happening, and soon many of them were
following the dog and the man through the alley.
The trainer halted at the corner where the alley
ormed a junction with more respectable streets.
' opened his battered case and removed several
Bant posters; these he nailed to a telephone
The children had formed the nucleus of a
.ving crowd, and increasing numbers of curiUs people were stopping near the dismal blocks
tenements to view the trained dog show.
The sun beat fiercely on the dirty street. Shim"[ng heat waves rose dizzily to the level of the
•ting crowd, and distorted the onlookers'
And still they came, and pushed, and
To the dog's uncomprehending mind, they

formed a grim wall through which there was no
escape. No air stirred within those narrow confines. The dog began to draw his breath a little
more quickly, in a gasping fashion. But no one
noticed. Most of the people in the crowd were
staring at the dog's trainer, and marveling at
how nature could have produced such a repellant
man. The posters nearby proclaimed him as "Joe
—the fearless trainer of all—afraid of none." Joe
had a huge body. His animal charge could well
have used some of Joe's excess, for not much but
dirty hair covered the dog's bones. The trainer's
squinty eyes gleamed as he thought of the money
he could expect from this crowd in the form of
contributions. He jerked the dog to a sitting
position, then turned to the audience and bowed
shortly.
"Ladies 'n genulmen, you are now about to see
one of the greatest acts in the history of animal
training . . ." and on he droned about the dog and
his transition, "by gentle persuasion, from a sav
age wolf to a peaceful lamb."
The outwardly calm appearance of the tramp.

rr

standing close to the trainer gave no hint of the
turmoil of his active mind. The tramp felt
strangely possessed of some foreign nature, a
nature contrary to his usual self. He did not
bother to analyze the depths of his growing rage;
he only knew that the sight of a great hulk of a
man and the spectacle of a cringing dog filled him
with mounting anger. It was in his nature to be
hardened to many things in the modern world,
but the sight of anything mistreated always filled
him with a genuine sympathy. The tramp wondered, a trifle skeptically, what good it was doing
the dog to have someone pitying him.
The sympathetic tramp had noticed what others
had failed to see; the dog's swollen tongue and

8

his weary, half-closed eyes. The animal was a
grim spectre, the spectre of a completely subjugated brute. The tramp looked at him, perhaps
seeing in the crestfallen dog a reflection of his
own, miserable existence. But he was a hardened
man of the world, and it would not do to let the
crowd observe a quivering lip. The youthful
tramp set his mouth in a straight line.
The fat trainer had concluded his boastful
speech and was putting the animal through its
act. The slum children laughed delightedly as
the huge beast awkwardly danced on his hind
legs. The whole crowd clapped its approval at
the close of each presentation. No one, save the
tramp, observed the glint of awful hatred in the
dog's eyes. He saw liquid forming on the dog's
Jim The tramp's muscles tightened. He felt
that something would happen very suddenly, and
he was prepared.
And then it happened, so quickly that even the
watchful tramp was startled. The swaying brute,
reason snapped by the terrific heat, went mad.
With fangs bared, the dog lunged for Joe. The
audience screamed in panic and hurried to nearby
shelter. The tramp ran too, but not for shelter.

Glancing quickly about him, he noticed a loose
picket in a sagging fence. He ran over to the
fence and jerked the picket from its base. Then
he returned to the scene of battle.
The dog was a roaring devil as the pent-up
hatred of years unleashed itself. He was somewhat hindered by the straps around his body, but
he could, and did, use his gleaming teeth to terrible advantage. He jumped viciously, again and
again, finally hurling the fear-crazed trainer to
the pavement. The snarling animal advanced for
the kill. Days of hunger and heat, nights of beatings and cruelties, were finished. The kill was at
hand! But even as the dog came near to Joe, the
crafty trainer was drawing his revolver!
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The tramp's eyes hardened as he viewed th
sudden turn of events. Joe's face was set in fear
ful grimace as he reached for his gun and leveled
it at the animal's head. But the trigger was never
pulled. The young tramp, overcome with sympathy for the dog, knocked the revolver out of
Joe's hand. Joe screamed for help, but the screams
died in his throat as the beast leaped upon him
Several gruesome minutes passed before some
gained courage enough to run to a drug store and
telephone the police. By this time the dog was
lying contentedly on the hot pavement, his fierce
rage having passed as quickly as it had come.
The tramp had been recognized as a friend by the
dog, and the mammoth brute made no objections
when the tramp stroked his shaggy head.
As soon as the hiding audience realized that
the dog was harmless, they emerged from sheltering doorways and gathered in huddled groups
at the corner of the street. Ominous words were
directed at the tramp, who calmly faced a mob
growing more bitter every second. The people,
following a common course of action, went in
search of rocks. They returned with loaded arms.
The sun dipped quickly. Shadows lengthened in
the big city. A purplish haze crept in off the
river. And then the angry mob began hurling
rocks at the dog and the tramp. The dog gave
a frightened yelp when a pointed rock hit him on
the chest. The tramp never had a chance; the
second rock flung at him smashed against his
forehead with crushing force. He dropped to the
street without a sound.
The sun disappeared behind stately trees. A
cooling wind sprang up. From a distance came
the sound of rushing motors. Night life in the
big city was beginning. But life for a friendly
tramp had ended, and life for a helpless dog was
ebbing, as a heavy rock hurled him to the pavement. He dimly could see the prone figure of his
friend, but it was beyond his powers to help him.
A police car screeched to a stop. Three patrolmen, one of them carrying a high-powered rifle,
jumped from the cruiser and forced their \va?
through the rock-hurling mob. The officer with
the rifle took in the scene at a glance sprawled body of the trainer, the lifeless form 01
the youthful tramp, and the huge body of the dog,
groggily rising to his feet. While the other two
policemen pushed back the crowd, the third •
raised the rifle to his shoulder. A few seconds
later, he pulled the trigger.
It is night in the big city. Shadows have soft
ened the hard lines of the tenements. A pale moc
slowly rises. It casts ghostly beams on the broke
pavement. Life goes on as before. People, es]
cially little children on blackened doorsteps, will
soon forget about a man and a dog. Their 1
blood, dry and caked on the street, will be was*
away in the next rain.
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Shell Shock
"Still it kept coming"

by PHIL BROWNE

As the heavy, oak door closed behind his date,
Gerry Adams turned down the steps and maneuvered his way in and out among the loitering
couples. They were too engrossed in the affairs
of the moment to see him; so Gerry slipped off
into the darkness of the gravel path unnoticed.
He was happy; his blind date had turned out better—much better—than blind dates usually do;
tomorrow there would be no classes to struggle
through, and he could sleep until the church bells
clanged themselves into his consciousness.
Ahead of him a solitary figure in a dark, leather
lumberjacket was shuffling along toward town.
Suddenly it jerked around to a stop and asked,
unenthusiastically, "Going this way?"
"Yep," returned Gerry, and they fell into step.
Behind them they heard the ten o'clock bell, the
frantic laughing of late couples racing for the
door, and the rising buzz of last minute conversation. Gradually the sounds died down, and all
they heard was the scuff, scuff, scuff of gravel
against hard shoe-leather.
As Gerry turned up the sidewalk to the fraternity house, he glanced through the window into
the front room. Most of the boys were back from
their dates. Gerry pushed the doorbell just to be
funny, and walked in. A wave of sound engulfed
him: the blare of a swing band coming over the
radio, high-pitched voices trying to make thems elves heard.
"Well, well, well—if it isn't our lover man!"
hooted Patterson, that dry humorist of a roommate. "Hey, Adams, where's your pin?" growled
Tiger" Hausmann, strapping 110-pound giant,
jerry flushed a little behind the ears, but soon
J into insignificance as the brethren directed
eir attention to later arrivals. He dropped into
e soft cushions at one end of the long daven1 and joined in the fun ...
Suddenly, sharply, the blare of the radio died

down to nothing. The crisp voice of an announcer
broke in with, "We now bring you the latest reports from the European crisis." A thick silence
settled over the room. "Foreign diplomats fear
that war is inevitable. Czechoslovakia is standing
firm in her refusal to submit to the demands
made by Hitler two days ago. The German Chancellor says that he will march on Saturday if his
proposals are not accepted. Latest dispatches
from Moscow report that Russia will support any
fights against Germany. France is mobilizing.
Italy is sending men to the border. English diplomats reported . . ."
Gerry tried to pierce the haze that was obstructing his view. The cold, hard tones of the
announcer pounded against the wall of his brain.
He looked across at Bob Pollock, short, stubby,
tanned a deep brown by the summer sun. Pollock
was vaguely stroking the silky hair behind
Adolf's ear—Adolf who lay there with his ear
raised, his eyes open, his nostrils quivering.
Silent, stolid John Bowling rubbed his hand over
a square, protruding jaw—his mouth half-way
open, his face betraying nothing. Morris, tall,
emotional, soft-featured said "Jeez"—and laughed,
Morris always laughed at everything. Likable
"Whitey" Miller was stretched out in a chair, his
eyes trained on the ceiling, beyond the ceiling.
Gerry knew what "Whitey" was seeing—that girl
of his waiting for the end of the war, waiting,
waiting . . .
Somebody blew a stream of smoke up toward
the ceiling. Gerry watched the twisting strands
of grey go up, up—they seemed to be struggling,
trying to free themselves from each other. Suddenly the mass of dirty white became a shape, a
man in khaki, a soldier writhing on the ground.
Now he got up, still fighting, tearing at something that held him—arms, barbed wire, bandages
. . . Who was it? If he would only turn his head
. . . There, it was that gawky feature who had
walked down the gravel path with Gerry, his face
twisted, distorted. Now, the haze cleared a little
. . . Gerry saw more clearly—it was "Whitey",
his pal, "Whitey"—oh, God no—it was himself,
Gerry, straining, twisting . . . He struggled
harder. His arms became weak, his breath was
labored . . .
Then he saw it coming—hurtling toward him
at tremendous speed — one of those blunt-nosed
shells; its cold steel flickering in the dying light.
How long it took to reach him! Still it kept coming . . . slowly, slowly . . . closer, closer . . .
He looked over in the corner and saw "Whitey"
again—still staring. One of the boys got up, put
his thumb to his lip, flexed his fingers in the manner of a bugler, and poured out a vocal imitation
of "Assembly." The voice on the radio faded out,
"For further news, stand by." Swing music
again filled the room . . .
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Bacchanal
tremulous
the mind waiting in timid
surrender
a
maudlin-masked
tumult of
velleities peoples this frightened stage
erupts fatuities with
moist
glib
tongues

Poetry
by

slow
sinuous
the illusive serperts of wine
writhe into
thought
coil
and coil
spilling swift venom
of
idiocy

Bill C. West
Mr. Freud . . .
the blue knife of your eyes
twists slowly
into strange-sweet wounds
shivers the soul
with inquisitive
ecstasy

i
read the prophecy intrinsic
taught in the centuries
of your smile
the slim mystic hunger of your hips
whispers
provocatively and i writhe
specious antipathy
in this exquisite web of biology
the moon's lascivious drool
splashes through
a window and frightens
my
naked
little

thoughts into

the
elegant masquerade
of
verbiage

febrile laughter
flung
at
the insolent stare of stars
of unwinking
lunatic
eyes
(i curse these pale elegies
mourners
of mortality)

eternities

too assiduous-

tinkle
of
glass
consciousness wiggles indecorously
among
the glittering
shards
grins inanely
once
or
twice
at sad hamlet and
subsides '
in a brief puddle
of

cold
October
moonlight

Summsr
by Pierre Puvis de Chavanncs

Courtesy, The Cleveland Museum of Art

A Student Looks
At Europe
"Out of the past comes the future"

By AMES PIERCE

It may be too early to state dogmatically that
the period from 1935 to some unknown date in
the future is another of these times in which
events, although perhaps having long roots into
the past, come tumbling out upon our heads so
rapidly that we are dazed, fearful, and hysterical
in our ignorance and excitement. Yet, recent
events all over the world would seem to indicate
that we are, in all truth, prisoners in the back
seat of one of these speeding decades which hurls
us forward so fast that the future comes and
asks its questions long before we have the
answers.
To be sure, the years from 1920-1935 were not
slow, nor even peaceful times. During the first
years after 1920 Italy seized the Dodecanese
Islands from Greece; the Turks defeated the
Greeks and ousted the Allies from Turkey proper;
Roumania took over Bessarabia; Teschen, now
again an issue, was fought over by the new
Czechoslovakia and the new Poland which also
took a part of Lithuania and Soviet Russia; and
Russia seized the r e m a i n s of the Ukranian
People's Republic whose population now partly in
Russia and partly in Poland make up the largest
minority in Europe and a people of great interest
to Chancellor Hitler. Thus, very early were the
t-War treaties reversed by force of arms.
™ ar in South America and unrest in the Near
and Far East further complicated matters. Yet,
°n the whole, Europe was too worn out for major
onflicts. Moreover, the controversial issues did
't directly interest the Great Powers. Too, the
-called victor nations had forced their peace on
errnany and her allies, while the League of Nas optimistically held forth, dominated, to be
• by France and England and having as deles all too often men who were, or had been.
!gn 'secretaries or prime ministers of their
home-lands, men not likely to set aside at
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Geneva their country's real interests even if international weal should seem to demand it.
The democratic principle and liberalism appeared to have emerged victorious: even Germany and imperial Austria were republics. It is
true that a certain black-shirted gentleman
"marched" on Rome in 1922, and his beliefs were
not democratic, nor were those of Lenin and
Stalin, but in general, the world then seemed reasonably safe for democracy. True again, all the
nations were not in the League; the United States
in particular favored isolation. Similarly, the republican movement in Germany seemed to be
going none too well, for France, and to a lesser
extent England, were reluctant to give real and
material aid to their former foes, now, however,
their kindred spirits in political fact and theory.
Great was the mistake, though natural, of these
powers in the period when the Weimar Republic
so bravely struggled to justify itself in the eyes
of its own German citizens.
At last in 1933 the Nazis, led by Adolph Hitler,
secured control of the Reich. This Austrian German of lowly origin valted into the saddle of the
ancient Hohenzollerns and proceeded to prepare
himself and Germany for great things, including
the absorption of even more ancient Hapsburg
Austria. Realizing very well the dictator's need
for glamorous victories and planning his coups
with consummate skill, daring, and timing, he received by plebiscite the Saar in 1935, remilitarized
the Rhineland in 1936, in March, 1938, absorbed
the Republic of Austria in a so-called invited
Anschluss, and in early October, 1938, wrenched
from republican Czechoslovakia, with the permission of democratic France and England, five zones
of territory in the Sudeten-Erzgebirge regions.
Indeed, many great and liberal minded men, such
as President Benes and Chancellor Schuschnigg,
within and without Germany did oppose Der
Fuhrer, but to no avail. In brief, he has declared
the post-war treaties, so early ripped and torn by
lesser powers, practically obsolete and only memorials of a disgraceful past. The world, or at least
Europe, seems now far from safe for democracy.
Thus, since 1935 the political tides have so>
turned that an enlarged, ambitious, disciplined,
and very likely dangerous Germany exists ready
to challenge both Democracy and Communism in
economic, political, and, if seriously opposed in
military fields. It is indeed "a situation that confronts us, not a theory."
The comparatively quiet days of the 1920's,
then are gone and many of us ponder the reason.
Some idealism and hope for world peace and reason did exist after the war, but we are beginning
to realize as historical hind-sight develops and as
archives and records are available that the peace
treaties of 1919-20 were neither conceived in rea-
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son nor dedicated to the proposition that all
nations should be treated as equal. Germany
ceased fighting on the promise of a negotiated
peace based on the Fourteen Points of President
Wilson. Germany received a dictated peace at
the hands of her enemies. It is not surprising,

MR. AMES PIERCE
History Department

however, that reasonable and lasting peace arrangements were impossible in 1919; four years
of irrationality and most bitter hatred prevented
that. The Central Powers, as was shown in the
Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, would have been no
more just or rational. Yet, the fact remains that
the peace-settlements were the results largely of
emotion, not reason, and from this emotion and
selfishness has arisen for the liberal powers, like
Banquo's ghost before Macbeth, Chancellor Hitler, a man of emotion if ever there was one, leading an emotionalized and striving nation toward a
rung much farther up the ladder than was deemed
proper for it in 1919.
Inklings of the coming trouble were evident in
the late 1920's. The phrases, "the have" and
"have not powers" became common. Japan, Germany, and Italy were the chief nations wanting
change, while France, England, and other smaller
countries naturally enough preferred the status
quo, that rare condition in history. Russia then
as now complicated the picture for the democratic
powers. In a like way Italy's role in post-war
history has been basic. The disgruntled associate
of the victors in 1920 became the original sponsor
of Fascism and their enemy in the 1930's. Mussolini furnished an example for Hitler to imitate in
Germany.
Strange it is how many times down through
history the political and social fates of Italy and
Germany have been closely associated: Clovis,
fifth century leader of the Germanic Franks, a
barbarian tribe apparently with the elements of
democratic ideas in their heads, was so impressed
with the discipline and autocracy of imperial and
ecclesiastical Rome that he soon gave up his
democratic tendencies; Italy and Germany were
united in the Carolingian Empire and in the Holy
Roman Empire until about 1250; both failed in
unity and central government in the later Middle
Ages, but at the same time shared in a period of

prosperity; both suffered economic decline b
cause of the shift in trade routes to the Atlant'"
Ocean; both suffered defeat at the hands
Napoleon; both were finally united in 1870 du
largely to the efforts of one man in each 'case
Bismark and Cavour; both belonged to
Triple Alliance before the World War; and both
in recent times have seen their liberal and consti
tutional government toppled by dictators and now
are working with Japan against World Communism. It almost seems that destiny has put these
apparently dissimilar nations into double harness
At any rate, both Germany and Italy in the last
few years have made a great and amazing success.
Hitler's use of the principle of the self-determination of nationalities has so far succeeded in
Austria and Czechoslovakia. One point that is
difficult for modern Americans to understand is
that there were some historical bases and justifications for the annexation of the Austrian and
Sudeten Germans. There was no German Empire,
and hence no Germany as a modern national state
until 1871. Before then there were many large
and small German states within the weak frameworks either of the Holy Roman Empire until
1806 or of the Germanic Confederation after 1815.
Austria proper, for instance, and Bohemia, too,
were both in these confederations and contained
many Germans who felt the need of a single and
well-organized German state. After 1871 Central
Europe was dominated by two large states, the
German Empire and the Austro-Hungarian Dual
Monarchy in which Germans and Magyars shared
the power, although many diverse nationalities
were included within its borders. The Dual Monarchy fell to pieces at the end of the War, while
the German Empire lost much land, influence and
its royal family. Yet, there remained Germans
in the new German Republic and in the so-called
Mr. Pierce is a graduate of Harvard University
Magna cum laude. He is also a Phi Beta Kappa.
Mr. Pierce has received an M.A. from the University of Michigan in History; his field being
Modern European.
Succession States who still hoped to see all Germans united in one central state.
One definition of nationality is a group of pep]
with a common past and with hopes for a bril
common future, men and women who feel
sciousness of kind. Emotion and tradition, t
are of basic importance in creating a feelir
nationality. Hitler knows this very well; I
he emphasizes the common past and greatnes
Germans in the ancient and medieval periods
appeals primarily to the emotions of revenge, a
bition and loyalty. In a like way Hitler has t
(Continued on- payc -4)
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THOUGH YOU KNEW IT NOT
From the
Silent friction
Of the stars a silvered
Note crept through long' eternities
And died.

Introducing

You are
Of the same
Nebulous
Star-stuff.

David Timrud

Perhaps
You too have crept
Through long eternities
Of instinct . . . And you too will fade
. . . Perhaps.

LE JOI DE VIVRE
Bursting bombs of energy
Shooting sparks through finite me,
Crack the flesh which cakes the soul,
Send the spirit soaring—roll
All the kinesthetic chords
On all my million drums.
My cells are tiny tympanies,
My tissues play their harmonies—
"Boom the bass! Muffle the roar!
Dance upon my fiber floor!"

THE GHOSTLY LOOM
Winter moon on a snow-covered world—
Shapely elms lifting graceful, leaf-less branchesIn complex patterns arch the woven branches.
Winter moonbeams on a snow covered world
Lay the complex pattern on softly drifting snow.
Then the wind, the unseen, the sibilant shuttler
Moves the complex on a ghostly loom.
The snow drifts with the warp;
The branches with the woof
On the ghostly loom.
Who is God?
What is Life?
Who am I?
When the snow is on the world—
•„,,
I am the snow;
ien the wind is in the branches—
The wind is God;
a when the God-wind blows—
The snow-self drifts;
a when the God-wind blows—
The complex pattern shifts.
How far and how does the snow-self drift?
far and how does the complex shift?
# * * *
Only God-wind knows—
Limiting the warp,
Limiting the woof,
On Life's ghostly loom.

Courtesy, 'I lie Cleveland Museum of

West Quoddy Light, Maine
by Stephen Doltanos
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Review of New Recordings
by DEAN BEIER

ISluebird has turned out a whole hatful of discs in
I . )as t few months featuring Artie Shaw and his
itvhestra, most of which have been only fair. Shaw's
, unlit is particularly adapted to handling the medium
••jj.r" tempos and when he attempts such numbers as
/ Can't Believe You're In Lore With Me, he is a total
uu^liout. On some other sides he isn't bad at all, for
example: Back Bay Shuffle, Begin the Beguinc and
Indian Lm'e Call, the latter probably being his best
recent release.
1 sav that none of these recordings are too good
because there is nothing but Shaw on any of them.
Shaw is probably the one man in the country who can
come near to challenging Goodman's ranking as a
clarinetist, yet whereas Benny has surrounded himself

Peasants Going to Work is
a French work by Jean Francois Millet. The painting is
one of a number in the Hinman B. Hurlbut Collection at
the Cleveland Museum of
Art, in Cleveland, Ohio.

with top rank musicians, Shaw has only fair men in
his organization.
The outstanding parts of these records are, in the
most part, the intros which feature Shaw with a
rhythmic background, such as Goodman's quartet often
uses. The rest of the discs, that is other than the
intros and the clarinet solos, feature other fair soloists
and exceptionally brassy ensemble work.
A college record review could hardly go to press this
month without mentioning Dodging the Dean, a platter,
cut by Larry Clinton for Victor. The general impression that this disc leaves is none too favorable, in fact
one is inclined to ask what has become of the old Dipsy
Doodler. We can hardly rank this number with some
of the others that Clinton has recorded and it is probably nothing more than a potboiler.

Advice on Band Booking
by DEAN BEIER

Courtesy, The Cleveland Museum of Ai't

Rockwell Kent is probably
America's most famous contemporary artist. We reproduce here, his oil painting, Maine Coast, which is in
the Cleveland Museum of
Art. PORTFOLIO is grateful
to the Museum which has
permitted us to use their
plate on this page.

Courtesy,

The Cleveland Museum of Art

To start from the large and work down to the
.-mall, it might be well to get a little background in
the field of orchestra booking. Three booking corporations have nearly all of the big bands sewed up. The
largest, Music Corporation of America, better known
as MCA, handles about 50% of the booking in the
country (figuring in dollars) and has such names as
Goodman, Duchin, Tommy Dorsey, Lombardo and
Kyser on its list. Rockwell-O'Keefe, the second firm,
has as its topnotchers, Armstrong, Jimmy Dorsey, Bob
Crosby, Glen Gray, Larry Clinton, etc. The baby in
the field is Consolidated Radio Artists and as yet this
ganization has not taken its place with a share of the
f big name bands. Consolidated has tended to
filtrate on the lower price class of such bands as
fgie Chikls, Barney Rapp and Don Bestor.
So much then for a general background. How
mlcl \e go about hiring one of these big bands to
i'n our campus? Each office has one or more
ts assigned to each territory and they let him know
f bands they have coming through the territory at
i time. He can submit certain dates to them and
ey "i turn will let him know what will or might be
We on that date. Only on rare occasions 'will a
8 booking office deal direct with the customer, par' is this true on one night stands.
-i -1 XPer'ence nas shown that it is better to wait, on
3 as the Prom, as long as possible before
i band—in the hope that something will come
1 at the last minute. Another difficulty that we
s that we have only one date to work on. If
our choice of more than one date, then we

would have a larger choice of bands and might even
get a better buy.
Now to get down to the smaller bands. Many times
we have heard students wonder why they have to pay
more for the same band on one date than on another,
even though there are the same number of men in the
band and the hours are the same. There are several
reasons for his difference. Union scale wages charge
a higher minimum wage in sorority houses than they
do in public places such as the gyms and still higher
minimums in the fraternities. Also the season of the
dance is to be considered. If the date is near a holiday
season when there are many dances being given, then
we can only expect to pay more : and even if we aren't
near a holiday season, certain dates might offer more
jobs than other dates. This year the womens' formals
happen to come on the same date as Ohio State's Homecoming. Naturally there is a big demand for bands
in Columbus on that night and a band will want more
to come over here for that night than they would on
some other night when there is not such a demand.
If there is any advice that can be given to the person booking bands for a fraternity or sorority, that
advice is to deal with a reputable hooker. If you have
been buying bands through a certain hooker and have
been thoroughly satisfied, stick to him. There are so
many fly-by-nights in the business that it is easy to
think you are getting something and then get gypped.
You have no assurance other than the hooker's reputation that the band you hire this time will be just as
good as it was the last time vou heard it.
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Carl — On Economics

You are incapable of considering even for a moment -wh
is against your interests. No man
Is good at this; but you are incapable of it. The factori
belong
To you; and how does it happen that they belong to you'
Because
You built them; and with what did you build them? With
money which the laws
Of your country, which you passed, devoutly maintain
Belongs to you. . . .
Even on your own terms, even with everything your ,,\vn
way, you've made a mess of things.
You can't any longer even support your slaves in the
slavery
To which they are accustomed. You are unfit to rule.
Your economics is a make-shift, hit-or-miss assembled
third degree, defensive war, offensive peace,
Stuffed eagle, eye for a tooth, compulsory school,
Lynch-law, plate-glass, red-plush, chromium, hennaed
horse hair,
Cellophane-wrapped what-not; a hand-to-mouth—
Septic-hand-to-mouth affair.
It belongs in a side-show, along with all the other obese
Two-headed monstrosities. And don't worry, it will
be there.
Ricardo

Ricardo

What a man believes, he lives with quietly.
They Build
No Church upon the daily rising of the sun, who howl not
with terror while the dragon eats the sun.
It is you, Anselmo who are stiff-necked and arrogant, not I;
It is you who refuse to submit your will.
You cannot conceive that there might be that of which you
cannot conceive; you are arrogant;
You endow all things with human attributes; you do not
hesitate
To call the inconceivable "Father" . . .
Whose arrogance knows no bounds; who have presumed
to name
A mystery "God", and give it a bride and a child.

Pygmalion — On Women

"Women are poison, and I prefer my poison straight.
This two-or-three drops at breakfast in your orange juice,
Five or six drops, say seven, better make it eight,
In your after-dinner coffee—that's abuse
Of the system, and abuse of the drug, whose ill effects,"
Pygmalion said, "are due to the under-dose
Over-administered. The man who gets married expects
To sip up heaven; and in a year he's comatose":
I can't make love to a woman I really respect.
It's an awfully personal thing, no matter what you say;
It's a thing you can't share; and a woman you love, or
respect,
Why, she might bs thinking, or something, and it gets in
your way.
Kind I always fall for, too, and that's the odd
Thing about it; I like 'em brainy and aristocratic;
But for—well—I want somebody who thinks I'm just
about God,
•Or whose attitude toward me is more or less automatic.
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Edna St. Vincent Millay

From Conversation at Midnight

NOVEMBER,

If you do not believe in God it is a good thing
To believe in Communism. There is much comfort,
As I observe, when lowering into an oblong hole a much
prized object,
In the reflection that it is either (a) safe in the arms of
Jesus, or (b)
Only a cog in a wheel and that the wheel continues t<
revolve and that is the important thing.
If you do not believe in God and can not bring yourself
To believe in Communism, then, I may say, you are in a
singularly
Unprotected position.
As for myself I do not believe in God and I do not '.'an
for the society of people.
I am willing to give them my coat, but I am not wil
To lend them my coat and have them wear it and return
I am willing to give them my loaf, but I am not will
To sit and share it with them.
I do not wish to die, but I would rather die
Than have for my daily horizon year in—year outsing Huzza! into the bargain—
The hairs on the backs of the necks of other people.

In view of Edna St. Vincent Millay's receni
visit to the campus, PORTFOLIO requested and re
ceived permission to quote from her book,
versation at Midnight," in a review. To rev.
Miss Millay is not an easy task, particularly
this book. As the title implies, she is
about a conversation at midnight indulged :
several men—each representing a different
of view. They discuss a number of
ranging from women to religion and embra(
economics and international politics.
The quotations above, which were perm
through the kindness of Harper Brother!
publishers of Miss Millay, perhaps do not <
justice to the book. Miss Millay is oft
found and just as frequently flippant in her
so that it is a difficult task to choose ex>

Playing Around
by JAMES BLACK
place with himself, in great contrast to the marquee
\nother I!n>;ul\vay season opens, and the nation's
of the Mercury theatre where Orson Welles blazons
^,1-shipers "face Mecca" to see what the theatrical
forth alone.
,,,U decree. This year's outlook is rather dull. A hot
* =;.• * *
"unimiT with only a few plays lasting through has
The shows which passed through the summer seaturned into an autumn sparce of promising openings.
However, one bright spot stands out. That is
son were Our Town, Tobacco Road, ll'liat a Life, You
Can't Take It With You, Bachelor Born, On Borrowed
Maurice Evan's "Hamlet" which opened at the St.
lames theatre, Wednesday, Oct. 12. Heralded by the
Time, 1 Married an Angel, and Pins and Needles.
Helen Hayes in Victoria Regina came back Oct. 3,
critics as the outstanding "Hamlet" of the generation,
for a second return engagement. Another revival is
this is such a worthwhile presentation that Hrooks
Lightnin' with Fred Stone in the lead. Two new plays
\ t k i n s o n calls it the best of all time. For the first
with possibilities are Oscar ll'ildc with Robert Morley
nine on the American stage, the original Shakespearian
and Abe Lincoln in Illinois, Raymond Massey playing
manuscript is rendered without a cut. Thus it is a
Lincoln.
longer play, starting at 6:30 and continuing until n :i'5
A musical which must be mentioned is Hellsapopwith a half hour for refreshments. Margaret Webster
pin, a conglomeration of vaudeville assembled by Olsen
is the director. She is using a forestage and orchestra
and Johnson. It is a collection of old time acts mixed
entrances as she did last year with "Richard II" to
with modern slap-stick which proves not only a. good
>ave time on scenery changes.
evening's entertainment but gives the audience its first
The supporting cast is at all times competent and
taste of real vaudeville for approximately a decade. It
•A f e w , including Katherine Locke (Ophelia), Mady
is rating no praise for its dramatic worth but is so
Christians (The Queen), and Henry Edwards (Claudchock full of crazy tricks and laughs that a riotous
i u > ) are excellent. Mr. Evans is to be especially comevening's entertainment is assured.
mended for his hilling which gives each actor equal

Books

Review of New Books
by PAUL SAUNDERS
Tlie most important Tides of Mont St-Michclc are
t ocean tides, but the seasonal waves of tourists
which visit the Mont. Andre Hrelet soon finds himself
comparing the chatter, conceits, and stupidity of the
"un>ts to the calm, ageless beauty and serenity of the
"lent Abbey-fortress; and in a year's time, he is
wund to the Mont by so many threads that he can
11(>t break away.
the son of a fine but fortune-less family, Andre
fries the pleasure-loving daughter of a rich millThen the depression comes., and both families
what money they have. Andre finally accepts a
l i "i) as guide on the Mont St-Michele.
There, on
Wet night, the story opens.
sarcastic, spiteful bickering of his dissatisfied
"lakes him stay away from home as much as
. Sll) le, and he wanders around the Mont and the
sands. There he finds a new peace and conwhich binds him with daily tightening bonds
lent. Unable to understand his new mood, he
•ympathy in a fellow guide, and the two men
The happiness Andre appears to find
r k, together with his new-found peace of mind
"is final decision to stay at the Mont even
1 '""is wife threatens to desert him if he does.

With Mcilace Toward Some effectively punctures
the balloon of conceit that I'ritishers produce whenever
America or Americans are discussed. Whether there
is any such balloon is doubtful, but much goodhumored banter and practiced sarcasm fly about in
Margaret Halsey's diary of her year among the polished
savages of England.
Peg and Harry are two Americans with a fortunate
sense of humor. Harry was a professor in a New
York college, and for a year was an exchange professor
at Exeter College in Devonshire. How the two fared
in England and on their vacation in Scandinavia is the
subject of the book.
#

!j!

!|!

#

*

NEW BOOKS IN THE D. U. LIBRARY:
Doomsday Men, ]. B. Priestley
One of the I-didn't-put-it-down-till-1-bad-finished
type, telling the absorbing story of a man-hunt. Love,
adventure, murder, and the fantastic.
My Son, My Son, Howard Spring
The story of two life-long friends, their travails,
and the growth of their two sons to maturity. A
"long" novel—600 pages.
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COLOR SCHEME
I shall wear white today—
White for the little-girl bow in my hair;
White for the dancing kid slippers with ties;
White for the bright winged hope in my eye's •
White for the little-girl innocence there.

Present! n

I shall wear
Rose f o r the
Rose for the
Rose for the
Rose for the

BARBARA ESCHMAN

A Tribute

rose today—
warmth and beauty of life •
deep passion carved in my heart;
radiance of love at the start;
courage and glory of s t r i f e .

I shall wear gray today—
Gray far the dusk of a life almost done;
Gray for the healing of soft, falling tears;
Gray for the stillness of fast closing years;
Gray 'for the bleakness of days spent alone.

DEFIANCE
I can stand up to all the world
And laugh full in its face;
I can draw close to me—a cloak,
The thing they call disgrace.
I can smile at their foolishness,
Their mocking jibes and jeers,
For I stand side by side with all
The great men through the years—
The great men whom this very world
Has made fun of just so,
And they will keep me company
And laugh ivith me, 1 know.

HEART'S

SEASON

I met a woman with winter in her soul,
With hand-clasp cool, with greeting just as chill
As if her heart were frozen solid, still.
Her eyes were cold, gray mirrors, calm, concise.
Her laugh was like the cool, crisp clink of ice
Within a frosted clear-glass boivl.
I looked—and there was winter in my soul.
I met a woman with summer in her soul, _
With hand-clasp warm, with smiles as bright
As ever sun in summer sky was light.
Her eyes were warm and sparkling, pools of mirtn,
Her laugh was like the kiss of breezes 'gainst the
Upon some wooded, sunlit knoll.
I looked—and there was summer in my soul.
Courtesy, The Cleveland Museum of

A Country Woman
by Alberto Salietti

Aft

With this page Portfolio pays tribute to Rags, the perpetual
"Knight of the Drag", the perennial "Don Quixote of the Long Trek."
Rags has long been a Denison institution; but some day his stout
heart will fail him or his uncanny judgment will falter—and Rags
will be no more.
We have turned our heads away dozens of times, expecting
to hear a crunch as Rags finally lost one of his incessant jousts with
the wheels of Denison cars, but somehow he has always come thru.
Portfolio believes in paying tribute to the living and so we salute
Rags while he is still with us. We are grateful to Richard Whi'tehead for his artistry in preparing the fine picture above.
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Fervor
Like other folks, I take great care
In choosing what I want to wear,
And go to church each Sunday bright
To learn the way to live just right.
The light streams through the colored panes
The pastor's voice oft lifts and wanes.
The organ swells its throbbing notes
And feeling wells in all our throats.
And as I quiver to the core
I hear behind—a gentle snore.
—DORIS FLORY.

Three Poets
Gethsemane

Denison And
Education
\t Deninon the problem lies with the students"

The wind from the garden
Strikes its wings against the green-patched hills.
And flying back
Echoes through the olive trees silvered with the dust
of many stars.
(Echoes like the voice of a long-dead pilgrim)
That flute-like sang in minor key (the psalms.)
A lantern gleams . . .
Robes whisper past the trees.
A kiss, and it is done.
Iscariot with a lantern stands

By HARRY J. SWEITZER

It is impossible to describe the functions, objectives and desirability of methods in higher
education in arbitrary terms. The range of objectives, and methods particularly, is very wide.
One may, however, formulate in a general way
a philosophy of advanced education. Certainly
the dissemination of knowledge should be one of
the chief aims. Likewise the inculcation of a culture is to be desired. Here many educators seem
willing to stop, feeling that so far as overt action
is concerned, they have fulfilled their responsibility.
However, there is a growing feeling that edu-

—ADELA BECKHAM.

Men of Fortune
WORKERS all, who toil but seldom reap—
Rough, unpolished chips from granite boulders,
Imbedded in a sandy structure,
Hardened—
Are these men who toil but seldom reap!
WORKERS in a vast economic structure,
Which is
Crumbling, slipping, breaking as the gravel
On a mountain slide—
Carrying in its tide of adverse conditions,
In this avalanche of softer stone
These weathered fragments,
Swept aside—
But unbroken,
Unyielding to lesser destiny,
Though they toil to never reap!

At least two more aims are to be desired and
may even be thought of as imperative. The first
is that the student should have gained a genuine
intellectual curiosity. This should be coupled with
an honest and open mind. In the second place
the educational product should have a sense of
social responsibility. The prelude to this is a
social consciousness.
These two traits are not so intangible nor so
difficult to achieve as might be thought. If the
institution and its administration, faculty and
students are willing to accept the challenge—they
are attainable.
Denison University is on the whole an admirable institution. It has a capable and liberal
administration which is paradoxically, also conservative. She has a better than average faculty
and a good scholastic rating. The physical equipment of the school is superior to that of many
similarly sized schools. The location is practically
perfect.
Denison is successful in giving her students
knowledge. That she gives her students a culture
goes without saying. Particularly is this true in
the field of social life. So true is it in this field
that one might easily say that Denison has permitted herself to go too far in this respect.
Yet with all these things to be said in Denison's
favor; if she were to be measured by the standards we set up in the first part of this article, we
should be forced to conclude that she is not a
successful educational institution in the broad

—STANLEY HANNA.

Blues Singer
Dusky lady in a shimmering gown
Bows before a microphone,
Croons to a violin's husky moan,
Sways to the wail of a saxophone.
She has a voice of warm blue velvet,
Used to shuffling night-club feet,
Born to trumpet and night banjo heat,
Child of modern-tempo'd beat.
—ADELA BECKHAM.

The Denison of the Future
Revelation
Of wondrous sights I've seen a few,
The ocean and the canyon's view,
The natural bridge and mountain heights—
And even witnessed northern lights.
But these in awe cannot compare
With what I feel when maidens fair
Who seem so dainty and so sweet
Reveal to me how much they eat.
—DORIS FLORY.

has not completely fulfilled its responsibileven if it has successfully achieved these
_ John Dewey is perhaps the father of this
picational philosophy. Two writers, non-proisional educators, who express that conviction
«*e Lincoln Steffens and Louis Adamic. It is the
^o ght of these men and the thought of this
ter that there is, or should be, more to educa_on than the simple retailing of knowledge and
the giving of a Babbitizing sort of culture.

sense of the phrase. Genuine, intellectual curiosity on the part of the major portion of the student body would be a sensational phenomenon,
while a sense of social responsibility and consciousness exist only in a small degree. Exceptions disprove, rather than prove a rule, so that
one can not be arbitrary in the above conclusion.
On the whole, however, the conclusion is justified.
Despite the negativism of this judgment, one
would be foolish to evaluate Denison lightly.
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Denison is a liberal institution. Professors need
not feel inhibited here. They have a relatively
high degree of freedom; which a few use. The
fact that one may feel free to write such an article
as this, without fear of reprisal, is an indication
of the fact that free thought and free speech are
permitted.
Likewise, Denison is inclined toward progressive methods. There is a group in the faculty,
consisting of alert, aggressive, critical men who
are constantly studying, comparing and searching

for better methods. Several changes have occurred in the past few years which may be
directly attributed to this group.
However, the fact still remains that Denison is
not fully doing her task and one wonders why.
Responsibility is difficult to fix and one can not
place all of it on any one of the three responsible
parties.
Of the agents, one is inclined to feel that the
administration is least to blame. It is true that
the administration has opposed relatively minor,
proposed changes. The women's regulations are
unusual for 1938. The administration's adamant
stand against tobacco advertising in its publications and its policy in regards to compulsory
chapel are at least open to question. But we must
also realize that those who come to Denison, do
so with a full knowledge of the rules and regulations. Consequently the administration is within
its rights in refusing to arbitrate.
This view denies students participation in what
should be a democratic setup. The students
should have some voice in the governing of their
actions during the four years they spend in college. Thus one may question a "benevolent despotism" which sets up standards inimical to those
which the student must face when he graduates
into the world. Likewise, one may question
whether the best interests of education and character building are served by a standard which sets
up an artificial world and which removes from the
student a major portion of his right to selfdetermination.
One must note on the credit side that the administration is open minded in regard to changes
proposed by the faculty. These are acceded to
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readily and form the basis for a progressive edu
cational method at Denison. The administration
alone, could not make an ideal educational process
at Denison. It is too dependent upon the faculty
and, in the final analysis, the student body.
We may say then, that a portion of the responsibility for the partial failure of Denison as an
educational institution rests upon the faculty. An
institution can not have a vitalized, creative, student body unless the faculty likewise is vitalized
and creative. If courses are dull and dry and
drab; not sufficiently prepared for; if no effort is
made to stimulate the students, or to force higher
intellectual standards; if the educational process
consists of the projection of a text book for the
assimilation of the students—then the result is
a uniform type of text book mind, which, although
it may have knowledge, is not educated in the
fine connotation of the word.
In the ultimate, however, the greatest amount
of responsibility lies with the student body of the
university. An administration can not legislate
true education; nor can a faculty inspire intellectual zeal in a student mind which is closed or
not responsive to many stimuli. It is not that
the student body at Denison is incapable of getting a real education. It is simply that as a whole
it doesn't seem interested. It becomes irritated,
and castigates departments which set a high intellectual standard. There is a tendency for the
students to be disinterested in anything which
seems to question the status quo or which makes
demands in interest or time which conflict with
the easy existence, possible at Denison. In more
ways than one Denison can be characterized as a
"country club" college.
In a world which is changing as rapidly as ii
ours; college graduates, even to protect selfinterest, can not afford to be dependent upon a
status quo education and philosophy. Nor should
a college graduate have a closed or a text book
mind.
The views expressed in this article are expressed as the views of the writer alone and
should not be considered as an editorial policy or
attitude of PORTFOLIO. The editors of PORTFOLIO
will welcome letters or articles for publication
which express agreeing or conflicting viewpoints
on the matters discussed in this article.
Much money is spent at Denison for education.
It is poor economics not to receive the full value.
At Denison the problem lies with the students.
One can be sure that the faculty and administration would cooperate toward making possible •
more thorough education. At present they are
hampered by the lack of desire on the part of
students.
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Twilight

The last walk through the tunnel, hand in hand,
silently. There was no hiding behind the wine
barrel that night. I slipped once in the dark, but
your hand held me firm.
The next morning—the sun beating down and
realization. The boat left early. You stood on
the shore for a long time. I could see you wedged
in as I was, there by the entrance of the tunnel.
I was alone, terribly so. I thought about the
black sand, and the tunnel, and Vesuvius. The
fairies in the Grotto, and the sea, blue, blue in the
sun. They were all there and you too, alone. It
hurt, when I knew that things would go on, and I
would be gone.
Oh, you were good to me those days. Now in
the twilight—it's strange that I should think of
you. As I look from my window I can see the
leaves falling. It fills me with a strange, longing
sadness. I wonder, do you remember too?

Twilight creeping over the hills, as it has crept
over me. Gradually and without warning comes
realization. Realization that the night is long,
that perhaps the dawn may never come. Age
makes one think of things like that.
Looking from my window over the hushed
world, the changing leaves, the almost silent sea,
I remember that time in Sorrento, those years
ago. I wonder, do you too ever think of it? Do
you remember the little girl clattering through
the dark tunnel under the villa, inevitably stumbling and falling on the damp slippery floor? How
you used to hide behind the wine barrel and roar
so that it echoed and resounded, shaking the
ground and instilling in me a vague terror?
Those long afternoons on the beach, the sun
baking the black sand so that we had to run to
keep from burning our feet. Vesuvius silhouetted
m the distance, its umbrella of smoke leaning
northward in the breeze. The clear blue of the
sky blending with the intense azure of the sea.
The boat passing with its funny torn sail.
The Blue Grotto, how I scraped my arm as I
leaned down when we went through the arch. The
vvay the water bubbled from our oar. -How we
Pretended it was a fairy cave, and the bubbles
v ere jewels. You were a robber prince and I
\vas the fairy princess.
Or the night I got lost following the orphans.
"_ you found me in the toy shop, stuffed with
IWes, clicking castanets the woman had given
I have them now here in my desk.
Then the last night. The way the moon rose
glistened palely on the water. The beauty of
me. The star— the North Star—you said
guide me home. I cried. I didn't want
The sea was warm that night. Vesuvius
lwed faintly and the black sand felt cool to my
tlr ed feet.

Afterward
Gioviochi sighed as he gently returned the
violin to its case. Four weeks! Four weeks before he could again draw the bow across the
strings—before he could remove that hideously
clumsy bandage from his hand. Four weeks that
seemed an eternity—an obstacle as immovable as
time itself. And he was to have gone to the conservatory in a week. Ah, well; That would wait.
The conservatory wasn't like the factory with any
number of men eager as hungry dogs to snap up
your job the minute your back was turned. No,
the conservatory was a place of honor and it took
more than just waiting your turn to get in. Gioviochi had worked hard for his chance, and to
think that someone had said he would probably
never play again after the accident. He could
laugh now when he thought of that. At first it
had frightened him, the possibility that he might
not play again, but now—well, hadn't the doctor
just told him that his hand was coming along
fine?
He thought back to the afternoon of the accident. It had happened almost at closing time.
The machine was turning regularly, monotonously
—that was one thing about the machine, never
any change, it was always the same—always until
that afternoon when suddenly it jammed and
Gioviochi's fingers, the two with which he fingered
his violin, became entangled in the mess. They
must have been horribly crushed. He remembered having heard the doctor say something
about "almost beyond repair." Yet looking back
the accident hadn't been nearly as bad as some
he'd seen. There was the time when the boy next
to him had lost a whole arm, or worst of all when
Continued on page 24

Two Sketches
Twilight and Afterward

By KATE HOPKINS
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A STUDENT LOOKS AT EUROPE
Continued from page 12

over the age-old ideal of the Hapsburgs and of
Kaiser William II: Drang nach Osten, or Drive to
the East. Indeed, out of the Past the Future
comes.
As early as 1937 Germany had the best position
in the markets of Southeastern and Southern
Europe. Since the recent successful coup in
Czechoslovakia the smaller Eastern European
states have been hastening to alter their policies
so as to suit better Germany's interests. There
is, thus, a whole new re-shuffling of political
power in Europe; the democratic powers are
humiliated; and Soviet Russia is almost excluded
from the European concert. Central and Eastern
Europe seem to be at the disposal of Nazi Germany.
The democratic powers, not too anxious to encourage Soviet Russia, hesitate, quite naturally,
to fight a major and modern war, either to preserve their dominant position in Europe held
since 1918 or for ideological reasons. It would
appear that a new balance of power in Europe
must and will be worked out between the democratic and fascist states.

TWO SKETCHES
Contined from page 23
the crippled fellow at the end of the line had been
killed by his machine. Most of the fellows had
forgotten as time went on, but Gioviochi had remembered because he hated the factory and what
it had taken from him. It was ironical that the
machine which he so detested had really been the
means of securing his place at the conservatory.
The job had paid well, but that was all and now
when he was almost free; to have to go back. Yet
there was no alternative. Gioviochi couldn't just
sit idle waiting for the time to come when he could
again play his violin, making it live and pulsate
under his touch, placing him as a thing apart—
alone on a stage surrounded only by the silence of
a spellbound audience. Yes, it was ironical that
he could still run the machine that he hated, but
he couldn't do the only thing that he really loved.
Gioviochi stared at the misshapen gauze that
encased his hand. He wished now that he had
looked at his fingers to see how bad they really
were. Before he hadn't cared—even yet he

Many people in the United States view wit
great alarm the rapid and recent changes
Europe and Asia. Indeed, Americans should h
concerned and be on their guard against action'
inimical to our country's interests and democrac
Nevertheless, we should realize that the existenc
of political theories and institutions diametrical
opposed to ours is not a new condition. Republic'
were few in 1776, and democracy as a cure-all for
political and social woes has never been accepted
everywhere. Although our form of government
suits our needs and temperament very well, it js
dangerous for anyone to assume that one form of
government and one ideology exist which will suit
all peoples and all situations at all times. The
history, nature, and requirements of nations lead
to variety, not similarity, even in this age of easy
and rapid transportation. What suits us may
prove impossible for Germany and Italy, and conversely. Therefore, it would seem that the United
States should strive to protect its own institutions and to keep them adequate for the needs of
modern times. Let us try, however, to live with
"malice toward none and charity for all." We
must avoid sitting in judgment on foreign and
distant peoples who always have and always must
work out their own destinies as out of the Past
the Future comes.

couldn't help his mind recoiling from the thought
of seeing the ugly, unhealed hand.
But one day toward the end of the four weeks
the doctor said that they could take the dressing
off for good. Gioviochi smiled. Soon now, very
soon he could go to the conservatory. He watched
fascinated as the strange bulge of a bandage
slowly unwound from his hand. Nearly f° ur
weeks that he had worn it—he'd almost be lonely
without the heavy white wrappings. Giovioch
joked with the doctor about that. Of course h
fingers would be a little stiff at first, but a litt.
practice, and then—
But wait, there was something wrong—sort
thing—about—his hand. The shape—that was
—something wrong with the shape. Horrir
Gioviochi watched the last of the gauze fall 1
his hand, but the doctor's expression was
commital. He looked again—then they had been
right when they said he would never play
told
Yes, it was so, but why, why hadn't they
him? Why had they let him go on blindly,
believing and not knowing that the first
fingers of his left hand were gone ?
—KATE HOPKINS.

